Press Release

NEW RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL SECURITY CAMERAS OFFERED AT
HOWLAND ALARM CO.

Cortland, OH – July 7, 2015 – Howland Alarm Co., 2489 Niles Cortland Rd., is proud to announce the company is now

providing the latest technology in residential and commercial security cameras from analog to IP (Internet Protocol) cameras

and every type in-between. With the use of residential and commercial security cameras, customers have the ability to record
their property 24/7, view video footage in playback mode and customize surveillance features based on personal or business
locations.

Howland Alarm’s indoor/outdoor residential surveillance cameras are dynamic and reliable. Live video captured by the cameras

can be viewed on multiple TVs plus an unlimited amount of other devices, including desktop computers, laptops, tablets and
mobile phones. Cameras range in size from barely noticeable (the size of a person’s index finger) to large/heavy-duty sizes.

The size and visibility of large cameras help deter theft while the smaller cameras can capture your animals while away or can

act as a nanny or babysitter cam.

Howland Alarm’s commercial cameras can be placed inside the office, on the exterior of the building or outdoors around the

perimeter of the property. The live video feed may be viewed on TVs and mobile devices so that business owners can watch

the office or their manufacturing center while away. This deters employee theft and provides an all-around safe work

atmosphere. Customers purchase cameras and equipment upfront with no monthly fee and receive personal step-by-step
instructions from the installers at the completion of the install.

Besides deluxe camera equipment, Howland Alarm Co. offers both home and business alarm systems and medical alerts. For
every service call, Howland Alarm visits the location and assesses the customer’s security needs. For example, a variety of

home systems are available at Howland Alarm… from a simple intrusion alarm system, to the all-around security system that

allows customers to control heating and cooling, lighting, door locks and much more. This is made possible by a wireless

remote that controls all actions on the home security system with the touch of a button. Other products at Howland Alarm
include fire alarms and restricted access controls.

Howland Alarm Co. is a name that customers trust. Locally and family owned and operated since 1969, Howland Alarm’s

success is due to the unique and personal experience they offer customers. The company provides peace of mind and

protection with their local 24/7 monitoring service. In addition, their staff is very friendly, patient and helpful -- which has made

Howland Alarm the leading security company in Northeast Ohio. Howland Alarm Co. has over five thousand satisfied

customers due to the quality workmanship and materials that thousands have placed trust in for over forty years.

To schedule an appointment or place an order with Howland Alarm Co., call 330-369-2956 or email info@howlandalarm.com.

For more information on alarms, cameras or other products, visit www.howlandalarm.com.
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